Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In this paper, we consider the cointegration testing problem for Panel VAR model of order 1 with a fixed time dimension. Up to date the only testing approach in this case is the likelihood ratio test based on the transformed maximum likelihood (TML) estimator of Binder et al. ([@CR11]) \[hereafter BHP\]. However, in the univariate setup it is known that for data with autoregressive parameter close to unity, the likelihood approach does not have a gaussian asymptotic limit, see e.g. Kruiniger ([@CR36]). We extend that result to multivariate setting and argue that the cointegration testing procedure of Binder et al. ([@CR11]) is not valid due to the singularity of the corresponding expected hessian matrix.

To the best of our knowledge, in the fixed *T* dynamic panel data (DPD) literature no feasible method of moments (or least-squares) alternative to likelihood based cointegration testing procedures is available. The main reason for the absence of method of moments based alternatives is that jacobian matrix of the Anderson and Hsiao ([@CR4]) moment conditions is of reduced rank, when process is cointegrated. It is natural to use this information and consider a rank based cointegration test, based on the rank of the jacobian matrix. In this paper, we propose such a test and show that it is applicable in situations with time-series heteroscedasticity and, unlike the likelihood based tests, the new test does not require any numerical optimization. At the same time, this procedure cannot provide inference that is uniform over the parameter space, as the asymptotic distribution of the test depends on the properties of the initial condition.

In the Monte Carlo section of this paper, we investigate the finite sample properties of the proposed procedure. We find that the new testing procedure provides a good size control as well as high power in most of the designs considered. However, in some setups this test lacks power if the data generating process for the initial condition substantially deviates from stationarity.

The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we briefly present the model, the testing problem at hand and the results for the testing procedure of Binder et al. ([@CR11]). Rank-based cointegration testing procedure is formally introduced in Sect. [3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}. In Sect. [4](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}, we continue with the finite sample performance by means of a Monte Carlo analysis. In Sect. [5](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}, we illustrate the testing procedure using the data of Alonso-Borrego and Arellano ([@CR3]). Section [6](#Sec15){ref-type="sec"} concludes.
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Cointegration testing for fixed *T* panels {#Sec2}
==========================================

The model {#Sec3}
---------

In this paper, we consider the following PVAR(1) specification$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Throughout this paper we assume that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Assuming common dynamics we can rewrite the model in ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The likelihood ratio test of BHP {#Sec4}
--------------------------------

In this section we introduce likelihood based testing and estimation approach advocated by BHP. First, we list the assumptions (that we abbreviate as, TML) used to derive asymptotic distribution of the transformed maximum likelihood estimator:The error terms $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Theorem 1 {#FPar1}
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### Proof {#FPar2}
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As the TML estimator can be seen as a non-linear MM estimator with the score vector defining the moment conditions, singularity of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Although the unit root model is not of prime importance for the main topic of this paper, Theorem [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} provides a natural starting point for intuition of the next result. For the unit root case (i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proposition 1 {#FPar3}
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### Proof {#FPar4}
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### Remark 1 {#FPar5}

Alternatively, instead of considering likelihood function for observations in first differences one can consider a correlated random effects likelihood function (conditional on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Remark 2 {#FPar6}

Note that the results of this section are derived under assumption that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Jacobian based testing {#Sec5}
======================

Regularity conditions {#Sec6}
---------------------

In this section we propose an alternative approach to cointegration testing. To explain the intuition of our approach, consider the following Anderson and Hsiao ([@CR4]) moment conditions for Panel VAR(1) model (see e.g. BHP)$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Next, we list assumptions that are sufficient to derive the asymptotic properties of the testing approach that we introduce in this section. For the purpose of this section we deviate from (TML) assumptions and restrict moments of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Rank test {#Sec7}
---------

In this paper, we use the generalized rank test of Kleibergen and Paap ([@CR34]) as a basis for our testing procedure. Here we briefly introduce their testing procedure and later apply it to our problem. In construction of the rank test Kleibergen and Paap ([@CR34]) use the property that any $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Theorem 2 {#FPar7}
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The result in Theorem [2](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"} suggests that one can use a sequential testing procedure in order to determine the rank of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Unfortunately, there is a lot of evidence in the DPD literature suggesting that in general this assumption can be too restrictive, see e.g. Arellano ([@CR7]) and Roodman ([@CR44]). If $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Until now we considered only the jacobian of Anderson and Hsiao ([@CR4]) moment conditions, however, for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Remark 3 {#FPar8}

If the model contains time effects $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Remark 4 {#FPar9}

One important advantage of the proposed test statistic is the additional flexibility while dealing with unbalanced panels. As long as for every individual *i* at least one $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Remark 5 {#FPar10}

The testing procedure remains valid if, as suggested by Kleibergen and Paap ([@CR34]), instead of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discussions {#Sec8}
-----------

In this section we summarize some of the underlying assumptions, and related problems, for the rk-J test.

**Effect non-stationarity** Recall that results in Theorem [2](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"} are written in terms of the rank of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Common dynamics assumption** Throughout the paper we maintain the common dynamics assumption for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Initialization** For initialization we assumed that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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These issues cannot be underestimated in empirical work. However, at the same time we acknowledge that in order to obtain testing procedures that controls size uniformly[21](#Fn21){ref-type="fn"} one would have to rely on procedures that are numerically challenging, i.e. subset inference using the continuously updated GMM estimator. We should also emphasize that most of the testing procedures for dynamic panel data (especially for persistent data) fail to guarantee uniform inference over the parameter space of autoregressive parameter and/or initialization of the initial condition.[22](#Fn22){ref-type="fn"}

Monte Carlo simulations {#Sec9}
=======================

To the best of our knowledge only the BHP study provides results on cointegration analysis for panels with fixed *T*.[23](#Fn23){ref-type="fn"} Hence, for the main building blocks of the finite-sample studies performed in this paper we take the setups from BHP, but we provide an extended set of scenarios. Only bivariate panels are considered, thus the only null hypothesis we are testing is:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In terms of the test power, we suspect that it should be decreasing with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results {#Sec10}
-------

The results for all designs are summarized at the top part of Tables [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}, [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}, and [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"} ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Remark 6 {#FPar11}

This non-monotonicity is further illustrated in Tables [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}, [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}, where we show how the minimum eigenvalue of the jacobian matrix changes for different nuisance parameters (for very larger *N*). Those patters resemble power curves of the rk-J test as presented in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.
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As it can be expected, the results for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Remark 7 {#FPar12}

In this paper, we do not provide extensive results for the TML estimator of Binder et al. ([@CR11]). The main reason for this (besides theoretical problems discussed in Sect. [2.2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}) is possibly bimodal log-likelihood function (see e.g. Calzolari and Magazzini [@CR18]; Bun et al. [@CR17]; Juodis [@CR32]). For model with stable dynamics, Juodis ([@CR32]) presents several alternatives how one can choose the maximizer of the log-likelihood function from the set of local minimizers. Unfortunately, no results are available for non-stationary dynamics analyzed in this paper. Thus, in order to avoid the situation in which unintentionally test procedure based on the TML estimator performs sub-optimally, we present only some limited results, see Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. Results suggest that for alternatives close to the null hypothesis LR test has low power, as the critical value from the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Remark 8 {#FPar13}

As a robustness check in 6, we also consider model with spatial dependence in the error terms. Evidence of the uniform upward shift in the size can be observed when designs with spatial dependence are considered.

Empirical illustration {#Sec11}
======================

Data {#Sec12}
----

In this section, we analyze the Spanish firm panel dataset covering 1983--1990 of 738 manufacturing companies from Alonso-Borrego and Arellano ([@CR3]). This datasets constitutes a balanced panel of manufacturing companies recorded in the database of the Bank of Spain's Central Balance Sheet Office from 1983 to 1990. As it contains data only for firms that were observed for the full time span and in all years satisfied specific coherency requirements, it cannot be considered as being a random sample from the population of all firms. For example, this dataset only contains firms that have majority private shareholding, thus state-owned companies are not represented. Thus all results need to be interpreted as conditional on the underlying characteristics used for sample selection.

We construct a bivariate PVAR(1) model with logarithms of employment and wages as dependent variables. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} contains year specific descriptive statistics for these two variables.[30](#Fn30){ref-type="fn"} Given that cross-sectional means for both variables differ substantially (especially that of wages) between the beginning and the end points, we follow other papers that considered this dataset (e.g. Arellano [@CR8]) and include the time effects in the model, i.e. we consider variables in their deviations from the corresponding year specific cross-sectional averages. The sensitivity to the cross-sectional demeaning is discussed later in this section.Table 1Descriptive statistics of the dependant variablesYear$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results {#Sec13}
-------

In contrast to the previous studies that used this data, we investigate the time-series properties of this dataset in a greater detail. In particular, previous studies assumed that GMM and ML estimators are well-behaved, i.e. unit roots and cointegration were excluded a priori. However, estimation results in Arellano ([@CR8]) indicate that some estimated parameter values can be close to unit circle, thus non-stationary behaviour cannot be excluded beforehand. In order to elaborate on those observations, we consider a slightly larger set of estimators to obtain point estimates for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Now we turn our attention to the likelihood ratio tests. Based on analytical results in this paper for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Sub-sample analysis {#Sec14}
-------------------

In the previous section we investigated the relationships between the firm level employment and wages in the model estimated using the full length of the dataset. Using the rk-J procedure, no significant statistical evidence was found favouring cointegration between the two variables. In this section, we investigate the sensitivity of this conclusion to smaller values of *T* by means of the analysis over sub-samples of the original data. We also check the sensitivity towards inclusion/non-inclusion of the time effects in the model. The results of this section are summarized in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, where in total 6 different sub-samples are considered. First of all, we observe that the non-inclusion of time effects leads to an increase of the test statistic in all sub-samples. The difference is especially pronounced for all subsamples with 1990 as the final year. Overall, irrespective of the time span considered the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The same cannot be generally said when data is cross-sectionally demeaned. Note how the value of test statistic increases as *T* increases for sub-sample ending in 1990. In particular, for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T=\{4;5\}$$\end{document}$ the null hypothesis is not rejected at any conventional significance level. This behavior emphasizes the value of additional time-series observations and possible lack of power for small values of *T*. As it can be seen from Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} the observations for 1983 are especially informative about the properties of the bivariate system, as for all sub-samples starting in 1983 the test statistic always rejects the null hypothesis.

Overall, omission of time-effects from the model does not affect the conclusions from Sect. [5.2](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"}. However, a moderate amount of time variation in the magnitude of test statistics suggests that this conclusion is sensitive to different estimation horizons.

Conclusions {#Sec15}
===========

In this paper, we study the properties of the standard Anderson and Hsiao ([@CR4]) moment conditions in a PVAR(1) for cointegrated processes. Under the assumptions similar to Binder et al. ([@CR11]) we show that these moment conditions are of reduced rank if the process is cointegrated. Based on this observation we propose a rank based test for the null hypothesis of cointegration. We prove that testing procedure in Binder et al. ([@CR11]) is invalid due to the singularity of the hessian matrix for persistent data. Monte Carlo results suggest that for most designs, the new test is reasonably sized and has good power properties but might exhibit non-monotonic power curves for models with substantial effect non-stationarity. We apply our testing procedure to the Spanish manufacturing data of Alonso-Borrego and Arellano ([@CR3]) and, unlike the test of BHP, we find no evidence of cointegration.

Appendix {#Sec16}
========

Proofs: Transformed maximum likelihood {#Sec17}
--------------------------------------

**Notation**
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First, we define a set of new auxiliary variables, which are handy during the derivations of differentials:

### Results from Binder et al. ([@CR11]) and Juodis ([@CR32]) {#Sec18}
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#### Corollary 1 {#FPar14}

Let Assumptions **TML** be satisfied. Then the restricted score vector associated with the log-likelihood function ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) under cointegrating restrictions is given by:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof of this corollary is a a trivial extension of the corresponding result in Juodis ([@CR32]) for the unrestricted model. In the special case where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Identification with unit roots {#Sec19}

#### Proof of Theorem 1 {#FPar15}
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### Robustness check: spatial dependence {#Sec22}
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See Tables [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}, [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}, [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}, [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"}, [9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"}, [10](#Tab10){ref-type="table"}, and [11](#Tab11){ref-type="table"}.
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Unlike time series models, we do not define cointegration as a property of time series, as in our setup we keep *T* fixed.

We slightly abuse the notation in this case, so that it remains consistent with the general practice of the time series cointegration literature.
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Here subscript *r* is introduced to highlight that these matrices are of rank *r*.

Kruiniger ([@CR36]) extended their results by allowing cross-sectional heteroscedasticity in the error terms.
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See e.g. Magnus and Neudecker ([@CR38]).

Note that for large *T* consistent estimation is possible, but with non-standard distribution theory, see Phillips ([@CR42]).

Also referred as "mean non-stationarity", see e.g. Bun and Sarafidis ([@CR16]).
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For a more detailed description of the data, please refer to Alonso-Borrego and Arellano ([@CR3]).
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However, this testing procedure cannot be used if series are cointegrated.

Arellano ([@CR7]) presents some evidence of time-series heteroscedasticity in this dataset.
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For a graphical illustration see Figure 2 of the aforementioned paper.
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